
EB5 Program.
Unlock the American Dream with SSV Group:

Invest, Thrive, and Secure Your Family's GREEN CARD 
with SSV Hospitality Group 



WHY INVESTING OTHER 
COMPANIES WHEN YOU 
CAN INVEST IN YOUR OWN
BUSINESS PARTNERING 
WITH SSV HOSPITALITY 
GROUP?

Empower Your Future: Secure 
a Green Card for Your Family 
Through Strategic Business 
Investment with SSV Group.



The inclusion of "Monthly Regular Income (Potential)" highlights the possibility for investors to receive a 
monthly income through their partnership with SSV Hospitality Group, making the investment not only 

a pathway to a green card or business success but also a source of steady revenue.

Comparison Other EB-5 Companies SSVG Hospitality Group

Investment in Non-
Participating Companies

Investors may invest in companies that are not 
directly associated with the EB-5 regional center.

You invest directly in SSV Hospitality 
Group ventures.

Security of Funds
Many investors face insecurity with their funds, 
and some may not get their money back after the 
process.

SSV Hospitality Group prioritizes the 
safety and security of investors' funds.

Partnership Status Investors may not have a true partnership status 
on paper with the company they invest in.

SSV Hospitality Group offers genuine 
partnership status on paper.

Transparency & Business 
Control

Some companies may lack transparency, and 
investors may have limited control over the 
business.

SSV Hospitality Group ensures 
transparency and provides investors with 
control over their investment.

Monthly Recurring Income Not all EB-5 opportunities offer the potential for 
regular monthly income.

SSV Hospitality Group offers the 
possibility of monthly recurring income.

Exit Strategy Some companies may not have a clear exit 
strategy for investors.

SSV Hospitality Group provides a well-
defined and favorable exit strategy.

Expert Legal Team Support The quality and expertise of the legal team may 
vary among companies.

SSV Hospitality Group boasts an expert 
legal team to guide investors throughout 
the process.



Welcome to SSV Group 
EB-5 Investment Program,
a unique opportunity 
brought to you by SSV 
Hospitality Group - a 
powerhouse in authentic 
Indian cuisine, coupled 
with our expert legal team!



SSV Hospitality Group is a renowned name in the restaurant and 

hospitality industry. We focus on authentic Indian casual dining, fine-

dine experiences, trendy sports bars, and wholesale food product 

manufacturing. With an impressive portfolio of successful ventures, 

SSV has etched its name in the hearts of millions, both in the United 

States and beyond.

About SSV Hospitality Group



A Diverse Portfolio of Success:

As a proud member of SSV 
Hospitality Group, House of 
Biryanis and Kebabs stands out 
for its delectable biryanis, 
succulent kebabs, and 
authentic Indian flavors. With 
over 10+ branches nationwide, 
it has become a go-to 
destination for food enthusiasts 
seeking a taste of India's 
culinary heritage.

01 02 03
House of Biryanis 
and Kebabs 

Ancient Spirits 
and Grill 

FULTOO 04
HBK FOODS USA

This fine-dining gem, a part of 
SSV Hospitality Group, has 
earned accolades and multiple 
features in Forbes for its 
exceptional culinary 
experiences that blend 
traditional Indian recipes with 
contemporary innovation. Dine 
here, and you embark on a 
gastronomic journey like no 
other.

The Indian Sportsbar: 
Combining the excitement of 
sports with the vibrancy of 
Indian culture, FULTOO is the 
trendsetter in the sports bar 
scene. A part of SSV, it has 
become a favorite spot for 
sports fans and foodies alike.

SSV's ventures extend beyond 
the realm of restaurants, 
making its mark in the 
wholesale food product 
manufacturing industry. With a 
wide range of non-veg pickles 
and masala powders, HBK has 
become a household name 
among Indian cuisine 
enthusiasts.



Our Expert Legal Team: Decades of 
Experience with the EB-5 Program

At SSV Hospitality Group, we understand that navigating the EB-5 
program can be complex and requires a high level of expertise. That's 
why we take pride in our exceptional legal team, with decades of 
experience in guiding investors through the intricacies of the EB-5 
program. When you partner with us, you can expect:

Unparalleled 
Knowledge:

Our legal team boasts an 
in-depth understanding of 
the EB-5 program's 
regulations, requirements, 
and procedures, ensuring 
that your investment 
journey is seamless and 
compliant.

Personalized 
Assistance: 

Each investor's situation 
is unique, and our legal 
experts provide 
personalized guidance 
tailored to your specific 
needs, making the process 
as smooth as possible for 
you and your family.

Thorough 
Due Diligence: 

We leave no stone 
unturned when it comes 
to due diligence. Our 
legal team meticulously 
reviews all aspects of the 
investment to safeguard 
your interests and meet 
program requirements.

Our Affiliated Law firms:



The EB-5 Advantage: A Green Card for Your Family

Investing in SSV Group through the EB-5 program offers you and 
your family an unmatched opportunity to obtain U.S. permanent 
residency. As a partner in this successful restaurant group, backed 
by the esteemed SSV Hospitality Group and supported by our 
expert legal team, you open doors to unparalleled benefits:

Live the American Dream: 
A green card grants you and your family the freedom to live, 
work, and study anywhere in the United States, unlocking a 
world of opportunities and a brighter future.

Invest with Confidence: 
With SSV Hospitality Group's proven track record and 
diversified portfolio of successful ventures, coupled with our 
legal team's expertise, you can invest with confidence, knowing 
your partnership is in capable hands.

Profitable Ventures: 
Your investment in SSV Group not only paves the way for a 
green card but also offers the potential for monthly income, 
turning this opportunity into a financially rewarding venture.



Now is the time to embrace the 
American dream with SSV Hospitality 
Group. With a diverse portfolio of 
successful ventures, a thriving cuisine, 
and the chance to secure a green card 
for your family, this is a unique 
opportunity to invest in your future and 
create lasting memories in the land of 
opportunities.

Own Your Business & 
Get Your Green Card 
For Family

To take the first step 
towards a life-changing 
journey, contact our team 
today to learn more about 
EB-5 Investment Program 
with SSV Hospitality Group 
and our expert legal team.

Together, let's savor success 
and create a legacy in the 
heart of America!



Advantages Of Partnering With SSV 
Partnering and investing in SSV (SSV Hospitality Group) comes with a range of advantages that make it an 

attractive opportunity for individuals seeking to enter the culinary and hospitality industry or obtain permanent 
residency through the EB-5 program. Here are some key advantages:

SSV Hospitality Group boasts a legacy of success in 
the culinary and hospitality sectors. With a diverse 
portfolio of thriving ventures, including House of 
Biryanis and Kebabs, Ancient Spirits and Grill, 

FULTOO - The Indian Sportsbar, and Food 
Manufacturing. SSV has established a strong 
reputation for delivering high-quality dining 

experiences and food products.

Proven Success and Reputation:

The team at SSV Hospitality Group comprises 
seasoned restaurateurs, culinary experts, and 

business professionals. Their vast experience and 
expertise in the industry ensure that every 

venture is thoughtfully curated, providing a 
delightful and authentic experience for patrons.

Experienced Management and 
Culinary Expertise:

Diverse and In-Demand Cuisine: 

SSV Hospitality Group covers a broad spectrum of 
Indian cuisine, catering to a wide range of tastes 
and preferences. From casual dining to fine-dine 
experiences, and even sports bar offerings, SSV's 

ventures are designed to appeal to a diverse 
audience.

Recognition and Acclaim: 

SSV Hospitality Group 's ventures, such as 
Ancient Spirits and Grill, have received multiple 
features in renowned publications like Forbes, 
further attesting to the group's commitment to 

excellence and innovation.

Market Potential and 
Expansion Opportunities:

With over 10 branches of House of Biryanis and 
Kebabs and a growing customer base, SSV 

Hospitality Group has proven that its ventures have 
significant market potential. Investors stand to 

benefit from potential expansion opportunities and 
continued growth in the industry.



Advantages Of Partnering With SSVG 
Investing and partnering with SSV Hospitality Group not only opens doors to culinary excellence and 
business success but also offers an opportunity to be a part of an established and reputable hospitality 

group with a bright future ahead.

For those seeking a pathway to U.S. permanent 
residency through the EB-5 program, partnering 

with SSV Hospitality Group offers the added 
advantage of expert legal guidance. The 

experienced legal team at SSV can help investors 
navigate the complexities of the EB-5 program, 

ensuring compliance with regulations and 
maximizing the chances of success.

Expert Legal Guidance for EB-5 Program: 

By partnering with SSV Hospitality Group , 
investors become part of a legacy of culinary 

excellence and cultural enrichment. 
Contributing to the growth and success of SSV 

ventures allows investors to leave a lasting 
impact on the culinary landscape.

Part of a Legacy:Diversified Investment: 

Apart from restaurant ventures, SSV Hospitality 
Group's foray into wholesale food product 

manufacturing with HBK Non-Veg Pickles and 
Masala Powders provides investors with a 

diversified investment opportunity in the food 
industry.

Profit Potential:

Investing in SSV Hospitality Group ventures, 
such as House of Biryanis and Kebabs, not only 
opens the door to a green card but also offers 

the potential for monthly income. Investors can 
benefit from the success of the restaurant group 

and its profitability.

Transparent and Supportive 
Partnership:

SSV Hospitality Group places a premium on 
transparent communication and personalized 

support. Investors can expect a supportive 
partnership, with the SSV team working closely 

with them throughout the investment process and 
beyond.



By investing with SSV Hospitality 
Group, you can experience a unique 
and investor-friendly approach that 
emphasizes transparency, genuine 
partnership status, security of funds, 
monthly recurring income potential, 
and a clear exit strategy.

The expert legal team at SSV
Hospitality Group ensures that you 
are guided seamlessly through the 
EB-5 investment process, providing 
you with a truly rewarding and 
successful experience.



Thank You
Ameya Namballa

540.808.7309

Mahi Reddy
435.233.1053

hbk19403@gmail.com
www.hbk-usa.com


